
Traffic Signage Request

Here in Short Beach traffic has always 
been an issue, whether discussing 
speeding or parking. In a continuing 

effort to ensure the safety of residents to 
the best of our ability, we have several 

requests



Request 1: Better “Do Not Enter” Signage at Corner of Bungalow Ln. and Shore Dr.

The fact that this is a One-Way street has been/is ignored by garbage collection and unfamiliar drivers. 
This is a very dangerous situation- Could additional marking, such as in-road “One Way-Do Not Enter” 

or larger signage be added to increase safety?

Police Commission Decision: DENIED, felt current signage was adequate.



Request 2: Signage and Crosswalk at corner of Westwood Rd. and Alps Rd.

Neighborhood children have no crosswalk to cross Alps Rd in route to Pardee Park on 
Westwood Rd. This is a “blind” corner and traffic coming off Alps Rd. often exceeds 25mph 
speed limit. A Stop Sign on Alps Rd would be ideal at that interchange but at the very least a 
“Slow Curve” sign on and a crosswalk across Alps Rd would greatly increase pedestrian safety.

P.C. Decision: Supported additional signage but still studying feasibility of crosswalk.



Request 3: Speed bumps at both ends of Johnson’s Beach

In the summer the beaches do get crowded. Because of the grade of the land, cars coming from Shore Dr down 
Clark Ave approach the beach on a blind corner coming downhill. After years of discussion nothing has slowed 
traffic and increased safety for residents. We therefor request either removable rubber speed bumps placed 
during the summer months or a permanent “speed hump or table” similar to the asphalt one already on Clark 
Ave north of Shore Dr.

P.C. Decision: DENIED, police chief and board do not support speed bumps as traffic calming devices.



Request 4: Speed Bumps on Court St

(see next)



• Court St has always been a “drag strip”.

• It’s a very narrow street with cars parked on both sides, with two restaurants on corner.

• Recently a car entering from Alps Rd hit several cars due to speeding and distracted driving.

• With no sidewalks present pedestrians are forced to dodge cars in the narrow road.

• We need something to slow cars down, speed bumps or other traffic-calming 
measures are desperately needed.

P.C. Decision: DENIED, police chief and board do not support speed bumps as traffic calming devices.



Request 5: Curb Painting and In-road “No Parking” at Court St Restaurants/Post Office

• Cars illegally park, sometimes two deep and sticking 
out into Shore Dr, on Court St corner.

• Minimal current curb painting in area totally ineffective, 
cars illegally parked constantly.

• Impossible for BPD to patrol constantly, on weekends 
corner is a total mess.

• This is more than a convenience issue for residents, 
with cars illegally parked on both sides fire trucks from 
SB Company 4 can not make turn onto Court St, 
endangering residents and access to Branford Hills 
complex.

Ø We request additional in-road striping or “No 
Parking” stenciled directly on street, from side 
entrance of post office to corner of Shore Dr. 

Ø Or “No Parking- Fire Lane”.



• There are other issues, many discussed at our annual 
Community Policing meeting, which still need 
resolution. Primarily they involve Shore Dr (Rt 142) 
which is a state road and not in your purview. Our RTM 
Representative, Linda Erlanger, is currently working to 
attempt to get stop signs and speed limits painted in 
the roads. We would like to know we have your support 
in these endeavors.

PC Decision: APPROVED, YAY! 
Additional in-road striping added in August



• Thank You for your time. We’d love to 
hear your feedback on these issues and 
are always open to other ideas.
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